Danny’s Jewelry Arizona

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST IN DANNY’S JEWELRY
ARIZONA. PLEASE SEE OUR MAILER AND IF YOU HAVE
ANY QUESTIONS DO NOT HESITATE TO CALL US . WE
HAVE BEEN CREATING OUR CUSTOM PIECES AS A FAMILY
OWNED BUSINESS IN ARIZONA FOR OVER 42 YEARS!

WE WOULD LOVE TO CREATE A SPECIAL PIECE JUST FOR
YOU!

275 North Tegner Street, Wickenburg, Arizona, 85390
Phone Number: 1(866) 684-5823

Our studio and jewelry store is located in a small western
town, Wickenburg Arizona (N.W. of Phoenix). It was at one
time the "dude ranch capital of the west". We hand make
each piece of jewelry using gold hand fabrication
skills, lost wax casting methods, as well as stone inlay arts.
We work in 14 K yellow and white gold, and use platinum
heads to hold the diamonds. Give us a call on my toll free
direct telephone line 1-928-684-5823, and we will work with
you to create a piece of jewelry that is special to you. We
will also give you our satisfaction guarantee and will not
forget you after the sale. Many of my customers return time
and again for additional pieces to add to their collection.

Below are some examples of our craftmanship
Prices vary depending on the size of rings, and the size of diamonds
selected for jewelry. (pricing based on gold and diamond pricing
and information fluctuates periodically) If you have your own
diamond the price with be significantly lower!

Lightning Ring $1475.00
Wedding Ring Set Prices vary
depending on style and size of
diamonds used. $634.00 to
$6500.00. Base Ring $1025 to
$1375

9 Diamond Ladies Engagement
Ring $1725 - $7,000.00
depending on size and quality
of diamond.

Gold Wedding Bands
$675 to 1275.00

By Pass Ring
Base ring with y our
diamond $1495 or with our
½ CT diamond in picture
$3000.00 to $3700.Price will
vary depending again on
diamond choice.

Low Profile Ladies Marquise

Flair ring $7,195.00 with 1 CT
Ring
Round Diamond as pictured
and $2050.00 using your
Cost approximately $1575
own diamond
for base ring with your
diamond and as pictured
with 1 CT diamond
$6000.00 - $6,700.00 Prices
will vary depending on
diamond used.

Horseshoe Rings $1950.00 to
$6700.00 depending on Ring
and Diamonds. Prices will vary
depending on large or small
ring chosen and size and quality
chosen. Base ring without main
diamond varies from $1095 to
$1680

Four Diamond Men's Ring

$1,950.00 as pictured
Without diamond $1625. Prices
will vary depending on size and
quality of diamond chosen.

Low Profile Wedding Ring
$1225.00 to $3900.00 depending
on size of diamond. As pictured
As pictured with ½ CT
diamond $4150. If using your with ½ CT diamond, $2500 to
2800. Prices will vary
diamond $1395 to $1450.
depending
on diamonds
Ring can also be created
chosen. Base ring using your
using multiple vertical
diamond, $1125.
diamonds or larger main
diamond.
Wide Top Ladies ring

Men's Rings
As pictured $3700.00 to
$4100.00. With no
diamonds $1625, and
mounting your diamond,
$1850 to 1895.

Three Diamond Men's Ring. As
pictured $4875 with ½ CT and #2
1/8 CT side diamonds. Using your
diamond $2850.

Low Profile with Spider Web
Turquoise
$1125.00 to $2800
or larger version at $3700.00 to
$6700.00. Using your diamond
will substantially lower price.

Wide Diamond Bands
With Diamond
As pictured, $1295.00

Wide Single Diamond
Man's Ring
$2300.00 to $6700.00

Wedding Bands With Diamond
$1065.00 to $1450.00

White Buffalo Wedding
Rings

Narrow Turquoise And Diamond
Link Bracelets
$2095.00 (no diamonds)
Men’s $1095.00 to $1195.00
$3786.00 as pictured

Cross Pendants and Earrings
$795.00 to $995.00

Diamond Cuff Bracelets
$2784.00 to $4195,00
depending on bracelet.

Ladies $1475.00 to $2095.00

Turquoise And Gold
Earrings
$625.00 to $895.00

Dragonfly Pendant $785.00
And Earrings $1195.00

Men's Two Piece Watch Band
$2350.00
Ladies Version $1495.00

Barrel Pendant $875.00 and
Earring $795.00

Pendants And Slider
$825.00 to $1685.00

DANNY'S JEWELRY ARIZONA
1-866-684-5823 275 N Tegner Street,
Wickenburg, Arizona, 85390

If you have any questions please do not
hesitate to call us.

